Workspace Solutions

Allsteel. Never sit still.
At Allsteel, we’re always looking for smart
solutions to your everyday challenges.
Our goal isn’t simply to design the next
new system. It’s to find a better way
to work. It’s not only about creating a
beautiful chair. It’s about making you
comfortable so you’re free to reach your
full potential. And it’s not just about
building an efficient workspace. It’s about
helping you imagine ways to do even
more, more effectively.

We believe our products should address and solve problems, which is why
we include customer feedback throughout our entire design process. When
design is purposeful, the result is inspiring.
Our furniture is made to improve productivity, make offices more efficient,
increase comfort, and make day-to-day tasks that much easier. So your
employees can stay focused on the important stuff. And because we have
integrated Rapid Continuous Improvement, environmental awareness,
recycling, and conscientious materials selection, Allsteel products contribute
not just to this lifetime, but to the next as well.
We have distinguished ourselves with award-winning products such as
Acuity® seating; Stride® panels, desking, storage, and benching; and Gather™
and Involve®, unique solutions designed to bring people together in the
workplace. Allsteel was the first office furniture manufacturer to have all
products certified either Indoor Advantage™ or Indoor Advantage Gold and
BIFMA level®, and the majority of the line can contribute to LEED® credits.
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Systems & Tables
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Systems
& Tables
You’ll find function and style
everywhere you look.
Functionality, flexibility, and style are built
into every Allsteel systems product. They’re
thoughtfully designed to be easy to configure
and install, as well as easy to reconfigure and
restyle. So you’ll always get the most out of
your investment. We’ve covered every base,
from learning furniture to conference tables
to solutions that enhance systems furniture.

Stride

®

Take your environment further.

Allsteel

Stride offers great design for the environment, for a variety of
workers, and for changing business needs. This comprehensive
collection of surfaces, storage, and traditional and light-scale
space division creates productive and inspiring workspaces
that support different tasks and worker generations. A flexible
kit-of-parts works together throughout the entire office to respond
to changing needs, from traditional panel-based workstations and
high-performance private offices to benching applications for
collaborative teams or mobile workers. Stride was designed from the
ground up to incorporate the most sustainable practices at every step.
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Terrace DNA

™

Building blocks for a better office.
Terrace DNA offers flexible space-planning solutions to create
a variety of design applications and work environments for
each worker and workstyle. Build different workspaces from
open, light-scale, collaborative worksettings with lower panel
heights to more private spaces with higher panels. Terrace DNA
offers more aesthetic differentiation and increased design
flexibility at a competitive price. Load it up with storage or
slim it down for space efficiency. It delivers the building
blocks for a better, more beautiful office.
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Allsteel

Concensys

®

The stronger, faster, friendlier solution.
Concensys offers fast and easy specification, installation, and
reconfiguration. Workstations are built with all-metal construction
to provide strength and durability for a lifetime of use. Panels
are fully assembled and feature all-metal construction, including
metal panel connectors, top caps, and kickplates. Plus, Concensys
delivers fast to meet changing business needs. A range of
fabric and finish options allows for flexible design solutions.
Concensys offers the best price-to-performance ratio of any
comparable system in its class.
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Allsteel

Cadence

®

Flexible freestanding desking.
Cadence offers freestanding desks, credenzas, and storage
to create versatile space that lets you move smoothly
from conferencing to the computer, from face time to
heads-down work. It features durable, long-lasting,
heavy-gauge steel construction, and a selection of surface
materials to complement the panel-based environment.
Simplified specification and installation get offices up
and running quickly.

Reach

®

The right storage in the right place.

Allsteel

Reach integrates files, drawers, shelves, and overheads into
two-sided storage space division, which becomes the foundation for
individual workstations and the entire floorplan. Because storage
is integrated into the wall, there are unique space savings and
design opportunities. Files, peripherals, and electronics are out of
the way, creating a more open work area. Worksurfaces can be set
at any height to meet individual preferences. And because panels
aren’t supporting overhead storage, they can be lower, improving
the flow of air and light. Reach works with Stride and Terrace DNA.
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Merge

®

Where people and projects come together.
Merge tables include advanced functionality that adjusts
to the way you work. Adaptive tables provide instant
work and meeting space. Conference rooms benefit from
Power Bay™ tables that have a built-in center area for power
and storage. For a change of posture throughout the workday,
Lift & Release™ legs offer easy height adjustment, while
standing-height tables are perfect for project work and
café areas. Merge makes it easy for people to collaborate
inside and outside their offices.

Aware and Get Set
™

®

As flexible and functional as you are.
Aware flip-top, folding, and fixed tables offer a range of leg
shapes, sizes, and finishes perfect for a variety of applications,
including training rooms, education environments, private offices,
and open-plan meeting areas.
Get Set tables, presentation boards, and seating work anywhere
that meetings are held or information is exchanged. Tables and
seating fold, nest, move, and store with unparalleled ease and
functionality. Get Set is easy to reconfigure, making it perfect for
learning and training environments.

Get Set

Allsteel

Aware
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Collaboration
Where ideas meet.
Gather instantly makes spaces more productive,
more comfortable, and more relevant. From
tables to seating, technology to space division,
it provides a comprehensive lineup of solutions.
Gather pieces are intuitive and functional,
and fit the postures that people naturally
take. So you can collaborate and work the
way you want.

Belong™

View™

Harvest™

Linger™

Hedge™

All-Around™

Scooch™

Mind-Share™

Take-5™

Transfer™

Rise™

Sketch™
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Allsteel

Storage &
Accessories
A place for everything.
Allsteel is where the lateral file was invented,
and we’ve been refining storage systems
ever since. Our storage solutions are designed
to maximize personal organization and
productivity, simplify planning, and make
offices more efficient. We give our storage
solutions the capacity and adaptability you
need for your busy workplace.

Align

™

Take storage to a whole new level.

Allsteel

Pick and choose, mix and match. Whatever form your storage
requirements take, you can be sure you’ll find something that
matches your needs, your taste, and all the components in your
office. Even if you prefer your storage on wheels. Material options
include Landscape™ surfaces, painted metal, and veneer across a
selection of laterals, pedestals, towers, and combination cabinets.
And behind the beauty, you’ll find storage products designed to
handle the everyday demands of the productive office.
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Involve

®

Share work as it happens.
Involve brings together all the things you need to make work
areas more productive, efficient, and collaborative. It incorporates
soft seating into the primary workspace to encourage interaction,
and multi-dimensional laminate storage options to support
active work. Involve’s modular design accommodates all the
different ways work gets done, from heads-down, focused
work to impromptu conversations. It integrates seamlessly
with Terrace DNA and Stride panels with an inspiring mix of
materials and finishes.
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Allsteel

Persona

™

Personal storage with distinct style.
Persona offers efficient storage options, including individual
drawer locking for shared (hoteling) applications and lateral
files that are available with multiple drawer sizes for storing
everything from project folders to desk items. Create a wide
variety of configurations and add personalized details on pull
styles, paint colors, drawer configurations, and more.

Essentials

™

Designed to handle critical storage needs.

Allsteel

Essentials storage offers convenience, capacity, and durability
with features such as ball-bearing drawer suspension, full-steel
construction, and choices in pull styles and paint colors. Laterals,
pedestals, personal files, bookcases, overheads, and personal
towers are designed to cover the most practical storage needs.
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Workplace Personalization
Make more of your personal space.
Inspired accessories keep offices organized, comfortable,
and productive. Painted wood or laminate storage includes
project drawers, overhead bins, unique cantilever storage,
and toyboxes with sliding tops. Extensions™ work tools offer
everything from pencil holders to paper trays. Ergonomic
solutions include Altitude® height-adjustable tables and
worksurfaces, monitor arms, and keyboard platforms. And
to keep work areas properly lit, choose stylish Link™, Wand™,
and Reed™ LED lighting.
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Allsteel

Seating
Seating that keeps you working
in comfort and style.
Allsteel offers seating solutions that fit your
organization, office environment, and staff
preferences. Every chair is designed with
user comfort in mind and engineered for
long-lasting, durable performance. The
Allsteel offering includes chairs in a range
of styles that complement any space design
and every work application.

Work seating
Allsteel work seating provides ergonomic features
essential for comfort and productivity. With a range of
aesthetics and a variety of functions, there is a seating
solution for every person, every task, and every style.

#19®

Relate®

Sum®

Access™

Scout®

Ambition®

Trooper®

Sensible®

Allsteel

Acuity® shown
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Guest seating
Our comfortable side seating options make it easy for
guests to pull up a chair or small groups to gather.
Relate shown

Acuity side

Tolleson side

Stools
Our stools are designed to keep you supported
and comfortable at standing-height workstations
and café-height tables.
Scout work stool shown

Access work stool

Relate four-legged stool

Relate work stool

Sum work stool

Trooper work stool

Multi-purpose seating
Mobile and stackable multi-purpose chairs perform
in a wide variety of settings, including teaming areas,
project rooms, reception areas, cafés, training rooms,
and anywhere people come together to work or learn.

Clarity guest with arms

Clarity guest armless

Clarity lounge with arms

Clarity lounge armless

Seek®

Get Set

Nimble®

Inspire® tablet arm

Inspire four-legged chair

Inspire sled base

Inspire four-legged stool

Inspire work stool

Inspire work chair

Allsteel

Clarity™ task shown (armless model also available)
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Never sit still.
Allsteel, headquartered in Muscatine, Iowa, designs, builds,
and delivers workplace furniture solutions. We hold firm to a
belief that there’s always a better way to improve efficiency
and foster teamwork; another possibility to find solutions that
increase the bottom line and deliver long-term value; a new
opportunity to help businesses be more effective.
Allsteel has Resource Centers in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago,
Dallas, New York, San Francisco, Santa Monica, Washington, D.C.,
and Toronto, ON. For more information, please visit
allsteeloffice.com.

We believe that we can make a real and lasting difference for our environment by
designing relevant, durable, high-quality products that are guaranteed for years
of use and reuse. For details, visit allsteeloffice.com/alltogethernow.
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industry as a member of the U.S. Green Building Council.
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